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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection in collisionless plasma is con-
sidered to play a key role in global change of magnetic
field topology and rapid energy conversion from magnetic
fields to plasmas[1]. The reconnection physics could be
regarded as a combination of microscopic plasma dissipa-
tion at the reconnection region and macroscopic advec-
tion of surrounding magnetized plasmas. Previous nu-
merical studies (kinetic or fluid simulation) and observa-
tions (magnetosphere or solar corona) have approached
these two mechanisms rather separately. Laser experi-
ment with various optical measurements provides a new
approach to explore such multi-hierarchy plasma physics.
Recently, a laser experiment for magnetic reconnection
have suggested that the reconnection rate can be very
large ∼100% of the Alfvénic rate with high compression
by supersonic inflows[2].
In this fiscal year, we have started experimental

demonstration of magnetic reconnection with Gekko-XII
laser. In the present experiment, we investigate the re-
connection process dynamically coupled with the relax-
ation of global magnetic field configurations. Measure-
ments of global field and plasma structures are simultane-
ously combined with local measurements of plasma con-
ditions at the reconnection and outflow regions. A quasi-
stable anti-parallel magnetic field of ∼1 T was generated
by pulse-powered circuit. One- and two-dimensional self-
emission measurements show laser-ablation plasma struc-
tures and time-evolutions, as inflows for typical reconnec-
tion setting, and Thomson scattering measurements show
the plasma temperature, density and flow velocity along
the outflow region. We performed laser shots with anti-
parallel and parallel magnetic field structures changing
the field strength. We observed high-temperature plas-
mas at the vicinity of a reconnection region, however,
more analysis will be required for the dependence of the
field configuration and strength.

EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed with Gekko-XII laser
beams at Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE), Osaka

FIG. 1. (a) Electromagnetic coils to generate anti-parallel
magnetic field and (b) double-foil target inserted between two
coils and Gekko laser beams. (c) Top-view of the experimen-
tal setup and (d) wave number vectors in the experiment for
Thomson scattering.

University. An external magnetic field was generated by
using two coils as shown in Fig. 1(a). The magnetic field
was measured before the experiment and we successfully
generated anti-parallel magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2.
A double-foil target consists of two CH foils separated
by 10 mm placed between two coils. Two Gekko laser
beams (wavelength of 1053 nm, pulse duration of 1.3 ns,
energy of ∼300 J/beam) irradiate both targets to gener-
ate counter flows as inflows for reconnection region. An-
other probe laser passed through the center of two foils
(ki direction) and Thomson scattered light was detected
by a high-resolution spectrometer[3] from ks direction,
resulting in a measurement of a density fluctuation along
k = ks − ki vector as illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).
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FIG. 2. The magnetic field measured at different three po-
sitions before Gekko laser experiment. At the center of two
coils, the field strength is more or less zero.

FIG. 3. Two dimensional self-emission images at t = 25, 35,
and 75 ns.

RESULTS AND SUMMARY

Figure 3 shows laser-produced counter flows at t =
25 ns, 35 ns, and 75 ns. Two plasma flows collide at
the velocity of ∼50 km/s estimated from streaked optical
pyrometry (not shown) at t = 25–35 ns. Bright spots
are observed at the center at t > 35 ns, suggesting the
stagnation of plasma flows.
Figure 4(a)–4(c) show the Thomson scattering spectra

FIG. 4. Thomson scattering spectra at (a) t = 25 ns, (b) 35
ns, and (c) 50 ns.

at t = 25 ns, 35 ns, and 50 ns, respectively, with large
stray light at the wavelength of 532 nm. A probe laser
passes from bottom to top, and the horizontal axis is a
wavelength. A stray light by the reflection from the coil
surface is too bright to distinguish from the Thomson
scattered light, especially later in time. As time passes,
the self-emission around y =0–1.5 mm increases because
the plasma stagnates around the center, and high-density
region is formed. At t = 35 ns, the ion feature of Thom-
son scattering is clearly seen at y = 1.5–2.3 mm. This ion
feature corresponds to the plasma flow with the velocity
of −x direction in Fig. 3. Early in time at t = 25 ns, red-
shifted spectrum is at ∼ 532.4–532.5 nm (∆λ ∼ 0.4–0.5
nm), meaning the velocity about three times larger than
that at t = 35 ns (∆λ ∼ 0.15 nm).

Also, the spectrum at t =25 ns is much broader than
that at t =35 ns. Generally, the spectral width has a
connection with electron and ion temperatures. In this
experiment, the time resolution is ∼6 ns and it may not
be enough to resolve the fast flow, and we need further
analysis on the temperature difference and the difference
between anti-parallel and parallel field configurations.

Thomson scattering diagnostics should be improved to
reduce the stray light for next fiscal year: putting addi-
tional shielding plates and/or beam dump in a vacuum
chamber, or using subtractive dispersion spectrometer in-
stead. Also, we need additional laser shots with different
laser energies and/or changing magnetic field strength
even higher. In the present experiment, the Alfvén Mach
number of the inflow is about 1–3, meaning the flow is
super Alfvénic. This is much higher than expected re-
connection rate of ∼10−2 for steady state reconnection,
and ∼0.1 for collisionless fast reconnection.
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